New Indiana drunk driving laws could spell trouble for students

By JEFFREY CHOPPIN
Assistant News Editor

With tailgaters and parties galore planned for the first football weekend, this fall's tougher drunk driving law in Indiana may hit home.

The law, which went into effect Sept. 1, makes it easier for the Indiana police departments to find someone guilty of driving under the influence.

If a driver is found guilty of driving under the influence, the prescribing judge can require the defendant to attend an alcohol program set up by the court system. The defendant still has his license suspended for thirty days.

The suspension can be for a longer period of time and may be accompanied by a fine and attorney's fees.

If a person is caught driving during the period in which his license is suspended, there is a mandatory jail term of at least thirty days.

A second conviction of drunk driving carries a minimum jail term of five days in addition to a possible felony charge, at the discretion of the County prosecuted.

Saint Joseph County Prosecutor Michael Barnes "reserves the right to require decisions" regarding drunk drivers.

Barnes stated that the South Bend, St. Joseph County, and Indiana state police departments "have made an enforcement (of the new law) a priority item."

He added that the South Bend and St. Joseph County departments have received federal funds to aid their efforts.

Captain Thomas Gargis of the Traffic Bureau said that extra police patrols will be in the area around the campus tonight and tomorrow night.

Gargas advised students: "Use discretion if you're planning to go to a party. The best idea is not to drive if you've been drinking, especially if you think you'll fall asleep at the wheel."

Barnes said that there will be more cars on the street in the general area of the Five Corners, partly due to incidents which occurred last year on days of Notre Dame football games.

Barnes commented that there will be "a step up in visibility" intended to be a deterrent. "The object is not to arrest everybody."

One of the reasons by which the departments intend to enforce the law is the use of roadblocks.

These roadblocks have faced a challenge in the court system.

"Given certain prerequisites, (the roadblocks) do pass constitutional muster," Barnes commented. "Around the state we are being challenged in nearly every county."
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In Brief

More than 100 full fellowships to the graduate school of the women's college will be given this year in a national competition sponsored by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Fund. These fellowships are called the Mellon Fellowships and are for graduate study in any of the traditional humanities disciplines including history. Last year was the first year Mellon Fellowships were awarded, and Notre Dame had one in the '77 recent graduate' category. Phillip Becker, a 1980 Notre Dame graduate from St. Petersburg, Fla., is now pursuing a doctorate in British history at John Hopkins University. Mellon candidates must be nominated by a faculty member before November. Professor Walter Nicoski is Notre Dame's campus representative for the Mellon Fellowships. — The Observer

Richard C. Heyde, republican nominee for Fourth District county councilman, held a news conference yesterday at Bridge McLaren's Filling Station. The conference commemorated the date on which the tavern's addition was supposed to be demolished. The addition is still standing. The owners of the tavern, State Rep. Patrick Bauer and his sister Teresa Bauer, plan to make an appeal to save the addition at the next meeting of the South Bend Board of Zoning Appeals Sept. 22. — The Observer

Joseph Sandman, director of foundation and corporate relations at Notre Dame, has been named the University's director of development by William Sexton, vice president for public relations, alumni affairs and development. Sandman, whose appointment was effective September 15, succeeds Michael Montgomery, who resigned recently to become vice president for university relations at Marquette University. A native of Cincinnati, National City, Sandman graduated from St. Louis University and St. Louis University law school in 1970. He is an English from Xavier University. He did graduate work at Notre Dame in English and taught freshman composition in 1975-76. Between 1975 and 1979 he was director of career planning and placement and, subsequently, director of foundation and government relations at Xavier. He joined the Notre Dame development staff in 1979. — The Observer

Of Interest

Freshmen "dogbooks" will be distributed today only from 4 to 7 p.m. in the Lobby of Lafayette Student Center. All freshmen who purchased the picture, registers must present their IDs at the time of distribution. — The Observer

Plans for Oktoberfest are being made by the Saint Mary's Programming Board which met Wednesday night. In addition to Oktoberfest, which is Oct. 2-3, a new Beer Test will be held this year in front of Regina Hall for those students under the age of 21. A hall decorating contest; the movie, The Sound of Music will be shown in Regina Hall. — The Observer

Members of Alpha Phi Omega, a national service fraternity, will be reading works of Shakespeare by the flagpole on South Quad tomorrow morning from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. Dressed in cloaks, the Notre Dame chapter will collect donations to benefit Sister Marie's Primary Day School. The dramatic readings are an annual tradition of the fraternity. — The Observer

A 50 percent chance today of showers and thunderstorms high in the mid to upper 60s. Mostly cloudy tonight with a slight chance of showers, mainly in the evening. lows in the upper 40s to low 50s. Becoming partly sunny tomorrow with the high in the mid to upper 60s. — AP

Scott Bower
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Fighting continues in troubled Lebanon

BELLET, Lebanon (AP) — Druse militiamen made repeated attacks for the fifth day Thursday on a U.N. peacekeeping force protecting the border between Syria and Lebanon. The Lebanese army deployed its strategic hilltop town of Qornet al-Safra, overlooking the U.S. Marines at the Beirut airport, to put down the rising number of deaths and injuries during the mopping-up operation, "The terrain was created for brackets to avoid government and in the administration is really perplexed," he said.

The 90 room deposit collected from students during freshman year is intended to cover any damage that might occur to their room. "Actually, they are charged by the year (for room damage) and the $90 is kept on for the last semester of senior year," said Mr. Michael J. Hepz, Director of Student Residences. The $50 goes into the University's general fund until the student graduates, where any damages are subtracted from the initial $50 deposit and "the excess of what is spent is returned to the student," said Hepz.

Although a final agreement has not been reached for the distribution of the funds, tentative plans have been made to spend $3,600 this year and invest the remaining $10,000 in endowments, with the interest being used to aid future classes.

Psych Services to begin program to aid campus bulimia victims

BY JOHN AMORES
News Staff

In response to an increased student caseload, the Notre Dame Counseling and Psychological Services Center is organizing a therapy group for the third consecutive year to help students who fear they are suffering from the eating disorder bulimia.

The group will meet for a ten-week period beginning September 27, and the deadline for the limited enrollment is September 22.

Bulimia is an eating disorder that is characterized by the binge-purge syndrome, a habit in which the victim goes through alternate periods of overeating and then self-induced vomiting. As a result of this purging, the bulimic literally starves herself by not allowing food to stay in her system long enough for the contents of the stomach to be emptied. Many physicians believe bulimia is an addiction in extreme cases, death can result.

The profile of the typical bulimic is a young man or woman (the disease is more prevalent among women) from a middle or upper class home, who is achievement oriented and also a perfectionist, much like the typical Notre Dame student. Combine this with the intense academic pressures on campus, there is a potentially dangerous environment for the would-be bulimic.

Bulimia, along with other eating disorders like anorexia nervosa, has become the focus of national concern in the last few years, and counseling has become a crucial part of treatment for the bulimic.

The Notre Dame counseling program is headed by Dr. Dale Slaton, a certified clinical psychologist who specializes in eating disorders. Bulimia is concerned about the devastating effects of bulimia and its high incidence in the Notre Dame St. Mary's community. He is offering the counseling program as a way of allowing bulimics to share their experiences and also receive professional advice and treatment.

"Because of the nature of the disease, many bulimics become so isolated," said Slaton. "The bulimic is ashamed of her condition, so her binges and purges are usually done in private. The counseling group allows the bulimic to come out in the open, receive support from other bulimics in a kind of 'boot camp' until she is ready to take the next step.

The sessions are divided into three parts: The first part is a dinner, which is at the sessions continue, becoming a comforting and positive experience. "In these dinners, the person can relax, and she does not have to worry about bingeing or purging," says Slaton.

The second part is a structured discussion group, in which the participants receive professional advice and counseling. The third part of the session is an unstructured, more relaxed discussion group in which the members are allowed to share their own feelings. Personal experiences are also shared.

With these discussion periods, the eventual goal is to get to the underlying factors of the bulimic's problem and to help her control the causes that drive her to bingeing and purging.

A major problem in dealing with the bulimic, Slaton says, is denial. The person will not admit that she has a problem, and as a result, she will not come to grips with the situation nor can she receive help. In many cases, it is up to a concerned friend to help the bulimic see her condition.

There are many warning signals that can identify someone as a bulimic. The bulimics eat small meals and often pick at their food. She is obsessed with food and with the idea of being thin. She has a distorted body image, so even if she is thin, she believes she is fat.

In women, menstruation is irregular or even absent. Other important clues are late-night binges, the bingeing episode can last anywhere from fifteen minutes to eight hours. Also, the abuse of laxatives, diuretics, or diet pills is a habit of the bulimic.

Sometimes a bulimic will even have different sizes of clothes in her closet to deal with her rapid weight fluctuations. If a roommate or friend notices someone with these symptoms they can contact Bulimics at Psych Services for advice.
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A break from war

Lebanese troops from the American-trained Eighth Brigade enjoy a rest from fighting in the South Lebanon mountains area of Souk El-Gharb.

By JOSEPH TURUS
AP Staff

The $50 goes into the University's general fund until the student graduates, where any damages are subtracted from the initial $50 deposit and "the excess of what is spent is returned to the student," said Hepz.
PEKING (AP) - In a couple of hours last month, 50 criminals were killed at Peking's execution grounds near the Marco Polo Bridge. More than 50 died in Shanghai, 40 in Tianjin, 40 in Harbin, 40 in Dalian, 43 in Xiam, 22 in Daotung and 12 at beautiful Beida by the sea.

The deaths were proclaimed with red checkmarks on execution posters in major cities to show that the 'people's enemies' had been liquidated.

They are part of a new crackdown on crime in China where authorities no longer tolerate serious criminals and say they have been too lenient in the past.

Since August, hundreds and probably more than 1,000 people have died, according to foreign diplomatic sources, travelers and an occasional local radio broadcast.

China has set a quota of 5,000 executions by the end of October to culminate the three-month crusade against crime, foreign diplomats say.

These reports could not be confirmed with Chinese officials, and a news blackout has been imposed on all large-scale executions.

But Chinese travelers report the death quota for the wide-open city of Canton is 500.

Police and courts have been given new powers and are urged to "resolutely attack the enemy so as to protect the people."

The maximum penalties specified by law already have been waived by the parliament for a vague array of "serious" offenses.

The official press is filled with reports of scattered executions for rape, robbery, embezzlement and theft of cultural relics. In the past these crimes often drew prison terms.

Criminals are banned from forced labor camps in desolate Qinghai, famous for its salt mines. Less serious offenders are stopped at city residence and shipped off to the countryside.

China still claims it has one of the world's lowest crime rates — 7 to 9 incidents per 10,000. But China never publishes crime statistics, and although open trials are demanded by law, foreign journalists never have been permitted to attend any trials, except pre-arranged, model proceedings that are complete with confessions.

Maoist detention centers have been set up outside Peking. The city's extensive air raid shelter system, hospitals and schools have been used as detention centers, according to unconfirmed reports.

Even the repudiated language of "class struggle," so popular during the Cultural Revolution, has been resurrected, so the battle against crime has become a political struggle.

"China now says the days of dunces are long gone."

Ailing Begin officially resigns

Israeli Prime Minister post

JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister Menachem Begin, whose peace with Egypt changed the course of Middle East history, formally resigned Thursday after six turbulent years as leader of Israel. The ailing and dispirited Begin stepped down 15 months after he led the Jewish state into a divisive invasion of Lebanon.

The 70-year-old Begin remained secluded at his residence and his resignation letter was delivered to President Chaim Herzog, clearing the way for Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir's probable takeover as Israel's next prime minister.

The resignation ended 18 days of uncertainty and set machinery in motion for the transition from Begin, a guerrilla fighter who rose to Israel's highest office in 1977 and changed the course of Middle East history by making peace with Israel's largest Arab neighbor in 1979.

But his glory days faded with a Lebanese invasion that left the Israeli army bogged down. The death of his wife last year and continuing Israeli casualties in Lebanon left him despondent. He was no longer able to carry on in the face of the worsening economic situation, political bickering in his coalition government and his persistent health problems.

His departure was a melancholy toll dogged by reports that he was ill and unable to function as leader of the government. Departing from custom, Begin declined to deliver his resignation himself, and sent Cabinet secretary Dan Meridor to deliver the two-line typewritten letter to President Chaim Herzog.

Herzog said he would open consultations soon to choose the man "who enjoys the support of the majority in the Knesset (Parliament) and to authorize him to form a Cabinet."

After consulting with political parties starting next week, Herzog was seen almost certain to choose Shamir, a 60-year-old longtime Begin from the days when they fought together for independence.

Shamir was elected by his party after Begin announced Aug. 28 that he was resigning. Shamir has since won the backing of the six parties in the outgoing coalition.

The official reason given for Begin's seclusion was a skin ailment which prevented him from shaving. His aides strongly denied he was seriously ill, and Meridor said he remains prime minister until a new government takes over.

By law, Begin is now caretaker premier with full policy-making powers. Confusion arose when Deputy Premier David Levy said in a television interview Wednesday that Begin's absence meant the powers of prime minister had been transferred to him.

But Justice Minister Moshe Nissim denied this. The law states that a prime minister remains in office unless he delegates his powers to a replacement. If he is incapacitated, the Cabinet can choose a temporary replacement. Nissim said neither case applied.

... Bill
Study shows American academics “surviving but not thriving” 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carnegie Foundation called Thursday for a major restructuring of American high schools, with emphasis on English and writing. It also urged the Reagan administration to end the hands of demoralized principals and teachers.

The & million, three-year study concluded that most public high schools are “surviving but not thriving.” But it found bright spots as well as bleak ones on the academic horizon.

It delivered a far less dire judgment on the quality of American schools than that reached last April by the National Commission on Excellence in Education.

Several panels — including a National Commission on Board of Education — urged higher priority for math and science. But the Carnegie study declared, “The mystery of English is the first and most essential goal of education.”

“Writing is the most important and most neglected skill in school. It is through clear writing that clear thinking can be developed,” said Ernest L. Boyer, president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, who wrote the report. “High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America.”

“Writing should be taught in every class,” said the report. It called for dismantling the current system that shunts students into academic, vocational or general tracks.

Instead, it urged a mandatory core curriculum for all students that would include three years of history and studies of other cultures; two years of foreign language, and three years of literature, writing and arts, as well as two years each of math and science.

The National Commission on Excellence in Education warned in its report, “A Nation At Risk,” last April that “a rising tide of mediocrity” in the schools “threatens our very future as a nation.”

But Boyer, who was U.S. commissioner of education from 1977 to 1979, told a news conference, “We conclude that the conditions in the schools are mixed, that there are X’s as well as F’s, that, in fact, there is a rising tide toward school improvement.”

“Our best secondary schools in America are the best in the world,” he declared.

The Carnegie report estimated 10 to 15 percent of the more than 1 million public high school students attending 16,000 public high schools get an outstanding education. At the opposite extreme, the schools are on academic failure for 20 to 30 percent who “mark time or drop out.”

The report said most schools are “somewhere in between,” “surviving but not thriving.” It emphasized: “a report card on public education is a report card on the nation. Schools can rise no higher than the communities that support them.”

World Bank’s report not good news for developing countries

WASHINGTON (AP) — The seven-year, $1 million study of 18 countries, which recently released the report by poorer nations to improve their living standards and inculcate the virtue of “no such proportion” on many communities, an international report released Thursday said.

Even with the economic comebacks under way in some industrialized countries, the recovery for many developing countries will be a slow process, the World Bank said in its 1983 annual report.

A result of that, said, “the next few years will be both difficult and painful.

The bank, which channels money from the richer nations to the poorer ones for development projects, urged that its lending pool for the world’s poorest countries be put on a “secure and sustainable footing” so it can help more.

The Reagan administration and Congress have been reluctant to increase U.S. contributions to the lending pool.

The Carter administration agreed to give this fund, the International Development Association, $3.2 billion over three years, a sum that President Reagan wants stretched out to cover four years instead. To meet that commitment, Reagan has asked Congress for $4.24 million in fiscal year 1983, which ends Sept. 30, and $1.1 billion in 1984. Congress has yet to approve the request.

In making its case for more help, the bank said the developing world “suffered severely from the ‘prolonged recession’ that ended in the United States last year but still lingers elsewhere.

“The imperia toward development” in many nations “was more sharply broken than at any time since the founding of the institution, as the impact of the deepest recession since the 1950’s continued to be felt in all parts of the world,” it said.

The World Bank, which counts 144 nations as members, began operations in 1946.

With the slowdown, industrialized countries reduced their demand for goods from the developing world. Prices for basic commodities including oil dropped, and interest rates rose, making it more costly for poorer countries to borrow.

“The combination of these factors forced developing countries to lower their imports, and hence their growth rates,” it said.

Moreover, many countries were unable to repay their debts to foreign governments and commercial banks and were forced to reschedule or stretch out, their loans to avoid defaults.

“Overall, almost as many developing countries have had to reschedule loans in the last two years as in the previous 25 years,” the report said.
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Search continues for debris of jet

(AP) — Soviet fleet searching for the wreckage of the downed South Korean jetliner sent down a miniature Thursday as U.S. Navy ships several miles away sounded the depths of the Sea of Japan for the flight recorders of the jumbo jet. There was no word anyone found anything significant in the waters west of Sakhalin island where the Boeing 747 with 269 people aboard was believed to have crashed after it was hit by Soviet missiles.

But a Japanese patrol boat recovered another decomposed part of a human torso off the north-east coast of Hokkaido and the fifth such find believed to have come from the lost airliner.

Japan's Maritime Safety Agency said the 24 Soviet ships were doing most of their work at night, making it difficult to determine what operations were being carried out.

In much of Western Europe, a two-week ban took effect against Aeroflot, the Soviet airline and weary travelers were scrambling for flights out of Moscow. Aeroflot retaliated by refusing to accept tickets for flights out of Moscow. Aeroflot lines also.

Search continues

Aeroflot, the Soviet airline, and its Eastern European counterparts were believed to have crashed after it was reported refusing to accept tickets for flights out of Moscow. Aeroflot lines also.

The war of words over the downing of the plane moved to Montréal, where the 33-nation governing council of the International Civil Aviation Organization opened an emergency meeting. U.S. officials predicted the council would condemn the Soviet Union and launch an investigation of the attack on the plane.

In Washington, the U.S. Senate began debate on a resolution of condemnation identical to one passed by the House of Representatives Wednesday. But Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C. and other conservative senators demanded that "we put some teeth in this resolution" by calling for specific sanctions against the Soviets.

Committee, said, "Soviet behavior is simply beyond the comprehension of the civilized world."

Perry, Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. and some Democrats like Moynihan said strong language contained in the resolution would have an impact in deterring further attacks on planes which stray over Soviet territory.

"This is not a small thing," said Moynihan. "Never before in the history of U.S.-Soviet relations have we declared an act of that nation to be a crime."

Baker had hoped for a quick, unanimous vote on the resolution, which condemns the Soviet Union for "criminal destruction" of the South Korean airliner, calls for an international investigation into the incident and a "full and frank explanation from the Soviet Union for this brutal massacre."

But eight senators, including Baker, proposed amendments calling on President Reagan to impose sanctions against the Soviets beyond the limited measures taken so far.
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Last Plane to Moscow

Passengers boarded the last Soviet Aeroflot plane which left Frankfurt airport Wednesday before the start of a two-week ban on flights of the Soviet carrier and other airlines scheduled for Moscow. The West German government imposed the suspension of flights to protect the Soviet's direct attack on a Korean Airlines civil airliner Sept. 1
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AP photos printable

says judge

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — A judge
luted an order Thursday that had prohibited Associated Press photo reporters from covering the rape and burglary trial of Dr. Edward Franklin Jackson Jr.

Jackson is being tried for 42 rapes and 58 related crimes that occurred at his home between 1967 and 1981.

The trial was moved to Akron because of publicity in Columbus.

On Monday, Common Pleas Judge William L. Emery prohibited all photo coverage and allowed the AP and other registered press photographers to photograph witnesses until jury deliberations.

But under AP photographers followed a courtroom, took pictures of suspects and a dozen people who appeared to be part of a criminal ring.

Jackson's trial is being held at the Summit County Courthouse to testify for her husband.
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Children in camp to be returned

ALLEGAN, Mich. (AP) — Some of the 66 children who were taken away from the House of Judah religious camp after a child was beaten to death may be returned to their parents within two weeks, according to a judge's mandate announced today.

But Probate Judge Ralph Kohn of Adrian ordered a court task force to investigate living conditions at the encampment of "Black Hebrews of Jesus" before any children are returned.

"We're not at any time desirous of taking your children away from you," Kohn said.

The children are currently wards of the court and in foster homes in eight counties.

Hi, it's my first semester here at Notre Dame and I don't know anybody and your Grandmother told my Aunt Jean that you're a nice guy and that I should look you up...

"I got so drunk so fast, I didn't even realize it," said Gomez. "Athletes think they can drink so much."

Gomez said the accident hastened the failure of his marriage and made him want to commit suicide. But after completing an alcohol abuse program, he said he realized his problems stemmed from drinking.

"It's amazing how a person gets so weak and so blind," said Gomez, who added that he drank because he believed it was the only way to cope with his problems.

His sister had died in a car crash in the months before the accident, and his marriage was falling apart, he said.

"By the time of the accident, I was probably drinking 25 to 30 beers a day," said Gomez.

Gomez admitted there had been times he'd wondered how he had driven the 15 miles to and from his job at the General Motors Guide Division, but until the accident he thought the only person he could kill on the way home was himself.

Gomez said the sentence he received was good for him because now he can prove he can "fulfill a function in society rather than be a prisoner."
There are contradictions in history we cannot measure ahead of time. Thus for Ronald Reagan and the West, the murderous-shooting down of the Korean passenger plane has had a benign political fallout.

Max Lerner
The Max Lerner Column

There will continue to be a debate on the sources of the current high inflation and a related decision in the skies over Sakhalin the Soviets have brought down a shower of grief for themselves. Was it by accident or design? Was it more likely by the working of the Soviet military mentality and the Soviet system of force and fear? Whatever the source, however, note the dimensions of the political fallout. The Geneva arms control talks will go on and President Reagan was right in insisting that they should. But in the bargaining, the Soviet negotiators will now be on the defensive.

Even more will this be true of the deeply flawed “peace wave” which has been the Russian policy and policy of the Soviets in fighting the implications of Western missiles in Europe to match the Soviet missiles. Syntactically the sound of the shooting down of the Korean jet now drowns out the sound of the German anti-American demonstration. The Left in Germany has taken the place of the Right in the chief problem of German democracy.

The fallout also strengthens Ronald Reagan’s hand in dealing with his Congressional Critics on his missile-building and arms-control program. Already some of his chief opponents – Democratic Sens. Christopher Dodd (Conn.), Patrick Leahy (Vt.) and Paul Simon (Ill.) – have attacked the Soviet mentality behind the shootdown and noted the harm it threatens to the Geneva talks.

I have several times commented on Reagan’s luck as president. What Machiavelli called Fortuna – the fortunate if blind accidents of leadership – had been granted thus far to Reagan in extraordinary measure.

The decline of interest rates, and the upsurge of the economy have formed one instance. Now, exactly when Reagan faces a factional inner alliance of blacks, trade unions, women and anti-nuclear groups, the Right downowning incident gives him the political advantage.

The always voluble Democratic presidential candidates are for the moment mute, as if a sudden cold wave had frozen them and their spokespersons into an unclosed cataclystic state.

The plane tragedy is no less tragic for having had such a fallout, nor are President Reagan’s anger and any less authentic.

Yet, the contradictions of history are just as real. Students of history will recognize the dramatic parallels on this score between Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.

In no final judgment about British national anger and national pride were more deeply involved than in the American case. Mrs. Thatcher started in more dismal political cold-dawns than Reagan’s, and rode a wave of patriotic feeling to greater heights of popularity than Reagan is likely to reach. Also, the suicidal splits in the British Labor Party crippled the Opposition beyond anything that the petty unimportant Democratic candidates are likely to do in the American election.

Yet the parallel persists – mainly in the fact which has brought these two leaders, in no different ways, out of the political quagmire to a more confident position. Can it be, perhaps, that God and his prophetic preachers hint, that God is a conservative?
Summer acquaintances, Bell and Banks, meet again

A rough reunion

When Bell took a pass from Blair Kiel in the first period last Saturday, fun and play a little football. "especially since we weren't doing so great in the win-loss column."

One game concluded. One game won. And at least one thing is certain with regard to the Notre Dame football team — Greg Bell is back.

The question whether he would be back or not was answered when Bell took a pass from Blair Kiel in the first period last Saturday, then faked right, sidestepped left, and scampered into the endzone. The one-year wait to return was over. A lot must have been going through Bell's mind as the referee raised his arms signaling Notre Dame 6, Purdue 0.

"Manly what was running through my head was that it had been a long time since I got the chance to cross the goal line," recalls Bell.

"Anytime you're hurt, you are going to be upset," says Bell, "and I eventually did. It was real sweet."

There are happier days for Greg Bell, a native of Columbus, Ohio. Last season he suffered what doctors termed "a serious injury," a broken fibula in his right leg. Finished for the season, Greg sat and watched his teammates — something that was more painful to him than the break itself.

"Anytime you're hurt, you are going to be upset," says Bell, "especially since we weren't doing so great in the win-loss column. I'm happier now. I'm back in action and have a chance to have some fun and play a little football."

He has a chance to have some fun because his rehabilitation of the leg went very well. Forced to sit out spring drills in order to give his leg extra time to heal, Bell contemplated his role on the team in wake of Allen Finken's emergence at tailback. He came back to Notre Dame this summer with a lot to prove — to himself.

"I really did not have much to prove to Coach Faust," says Bell, "I think he knows what I can do. I just had something to prove to myself. I had an ankle injury which was considered a bad injury. I wanted to prove to myself that I could come back from it and be just as good as I was before."

It is still too early in the season to predict, but it would appear that Greg may have come back better. Last Saturday in Ross-Ade Stadium, Bell weaved, dashed, leaped, and barreled into the end zone — not once, but four times.

Bell erased any doubt anyone had concerning his recovery on his first score, and proved that he may be better than ever on his last. On the play, he took a pitchout from Kiel on the 5-yard line, and started left towards the flag. After breaking free from defensive tackle Chris Scott's grasp, Bell used second and third effort to muscle through the Bodemaker pursuit to score.

BY STEVE LABATE
Sports Writer
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George Perles comes from the pros to get MSU football back on track

Recruiting, again, conditioning, and strategy. In just five weekends, MSU recruited a class that rivalled many hopes in East Lansing. It proved a major step toward the realization of an ambitious goal for Jim O'Brien — one of four he won with the Pittsburgh Steelers.

You can’t win without great players, but you can lose with them.

Perles

Editor's Note: The following is a reprint from a spring issue of MSU Alumni Magazine.

By ROBERT BAO

Editor
MSU Alumni Magazine

He broods over Spartan Stadium, looking professorial in tweed, his relentless face softened by a "say cheese!" while. Just as the camera clicks, the wind turns his hair in retrograde, flattening its curl. It's a rare glimpse of George Perles, who seldom lets his hair down these days.

Michigan State's new football coach has hit the ground running since his arrival in December. His work has been swift and steady, and the results are beginning to be seen on the team. He has recruited, conditioned, and developed players to the point where they are ready to take on the nation.

M ichigan State's passing attack consists of a splendid fullback and three receivers. One of the brightest is senior tailback Aaron Turner, who caught six passes for 128 yards against Colorado. An honorable mention All-American and one of Michigan State's all-time great receivers, Turner will lead a strong Spartan team, "says Perles. "On paper, I call them tops in the nation."

But the Spartans sell themselves, explains Perles, who himself is the epitome of the Michigan State football player — tall, thin, and quick. He scored the Spartans' lone touchdown two years ago in the 1981 game against Ohio State. "I'm not saying we're going to win the Big Ten again this year, but we're going to be competitive," he says. "I think we can win the conference."

Spartan Country

country and has as much talent as any college team," says Perles. "On paper, I call them tops in the nation."

The passing attack appears to be pretty solid too with sophomore quarterback Dave Yarema, Yarema, one of the most sought after quarterbacks in the nation two years ago, took over as the starter last year in the eighth game on an on lead the Spartans to their only two victories. Yarema completed an impressive 15-of-23 passes for 179 yards last week against Colorado.

Michigan State's passing attack consists of a straightback style that, at times, sends out as many as five receivers. The best of them is sophomore split end Daryl Turner who caught six passes for 128 yards against Colorado. An honorable mention All-Ten selection as a sophomore, Turner is a constant deep threat with his speed. He scored the Spartans' lone touchdown two years ago against Notre Dame on a 65-yard pass play. Ever since his arrival as a freshman, Spartan coaches have said that Turner could have become an All-American and one of Michigan State's all-time great receivers.

Junior punter and place kicker Ralf Mosienko, meanwhile, will have a lot to say about Notre Dame's field position. Faust listed good field position and hard nose as one of the keys to Notre Dame's rout of Purdue last Saturday. Mosienko, however, is one of the premier punters in the nation and hopes to keep the Irish pinned deep in their territory. He averaged 44.6 yards per punt last year, and is also an outstanding place kicker as evidenced by the 50-yard field goal he kicked against the Irish last year.

"I've always liked Michigan State's skill position people," says Faust. "Offensively, they continue to play with confidence, they'll do a lot of damage. They only won two games last fall, but both of them came after Yarema moved in at quarterback late in the year."

As for the Irish, Faust simply concludes that the team has an edge over others in football, too.

"We didn't play poorly for an opener, but we've got a long way to go and a lot of things to improve," says Faust. "It's hard to find out what weren't as good as we thought we were, and that's going to be crucial in these warm weather games."

Notre Dame will not play at home again until October 22 when they entertain Southern Cal. Miami and South Carolina are other major warm weather sites Notre Dame will play at after the Michigan State game. He'll see just what kind of shape the team is in.

But nothing would compare to the heat the team might feel (it's overtook a confident and enthusiastic tie). Michigan State football team toward track.

...Spartans

MSU Alumni Magazine
Linebacker’s quiet play gets no respect, just results

By ED DOMANSKY

When defensive positions are considered, probably one of the toughest to miss is that of outside linebacker. "To play the position, the player has got to be the most powerful, disciplined player we've got on our defense," says Notre Dame's second-year outside linebacker coach Greg Blache. "He's responsible for so many things -- the run game and the pass game. He must be one of the most flexible athletes on the team.

This year's Notre Dame squad is fortunate to have this crucial spot filled by veteran Rick Naylor. The 6-3, 227-pound senior from Cincinnati, Ohio, is starting his second season at the outside linebacker slot.

Naylor made eight starts there during his junior campaign before suffering a hip pointer against Penn State which forced him to miss the Air Force and USC contests.

He made nine tackles in last year's season opener against Michigan and added eight against Oregon before concluding the 1982 season with 45.

Naylor made starts against Purdue, Michigan State, Florida State and Air Force in 1981, as well as seeing action in all 12 games in 1980, his freshman year.

So far this season, Naylor is off to a good start, contributing 10 tackles in last Saturday's 1983 opener against Purdue, bringing him with fresh­ man Mike Kovaleski for high on the team.

The loss of Mike Larkin for the entire season, combined with the fact that many young players are now seeing starting assignments for the first time, should help to add to the supportive role of the veteran Naylor.

With the dawnng of this new season, Naylor put most personal goals aside, instead concentrating his efforts on what be hoped for the team. "Going into this season, I'd like the team to do well," he said. "Since the trip to the Sugar Bowl my freshman year, we've had two rough seasons. It's my senior year, so I hope that this year we can really turn things around and bring respect back to the team.

Although he expressed the desire for the team to do well, Naylor has also been working hard to improve his own play as well.

"Over the summer I worked a lot with weights," says the senior marketing major. "Although I didn't put on a lot of weight, I feel my strength did increase. I've also done more running to get my body in better shape."

Naylor also feels that he has improved on his understanding of the game, and his coach agrees. "Rick has improved on his general awareness of the opponent," says Blache. "He's become more of a student of the game as far as knowing where he's going up against and what they're likely to use.

Along with his improved skills, Naylor also has certain personal goals that he attributes that he feels are key at his position.

"I'm tall and have long arms," he says, "and this is really important when it comes to blocking, especially from opposing tight ends.

"His experience is very impor­ tant," adds Blache. "He's been there before and he's got an awareness that helps him on the football field."

Naylor's abilities are backed upon night by his coach, but Blache notes one thing that could make him even better.

"The only criticism I can find in Rick is that at times he's lacked con­ sistency," says Blache, "and that's only because he's not that physical, nasty, looking to hit somebody every play. He's more of a finesse player. If he were a little more nau­ ter, he'd make a phenomenal foot­ ball player. He has a lot of innate abilities that you just can't teach."

Head coach Gerry Faust, for whom Naylor played at Cincinnati, Moeller, also recognizes Naylor's abilities as well as a new preparedness.

"He's really come to play this year," says Faust. "I think he had a conflict within himself that he wasn't intense enough all the time, but he's made up his mind that he's going to be intense all the time. He's worked very hard and is really a silent leader on the field."

When reflecting on his leadership abilities, Naylor tends to agree with his coach.

"I am pretty quiet," he admits. "I try to lead by example, but if I do see something as the game goes on, I'll say what I have to say."

"He's not the kind that's going to go out and make a lot of noise," con­ tinues Faust. "He's very quiet and very steady. If he can keep up the steadiness and consistency he's shown this fall, he'll be a great leader as far as influence and getting the job done."

Getting the job done is very im­ portant to the success of a team.

Over the years, however, Naylor's successes have often been over­ shadowed by the likes of Bob Crable, Mark Zavagnin, or Mike Larkin. Naylor doesn't see it as overshadow­ ing, though.

"I think I've contributed a lot to what Bob Crable, Zavagnin, and Larkin deserved everything they got," he says. "It really doesn't bother me as long as I think the coaches respect what I do on the field."

"Rick's got a thankless job," says Blache. "He's at a position where he's got to be disciplined. He can't just fly to the football, because if he does, we're going to be giving up big plays. We all like to be recognized when we do something good, and I'm sure Rick's no exception."

"I liken him to Rodney Danger­ field," continues Blache. "Because he gets no respect for the job he does. He's solid, his sound, and he's not flashy. He just gets the job done!"

When Naylor completes this final season at Notre Dame, he'll be looking to get the job done else­ where.

"What does the future hold for Rick Naylor?"

"I'd like to play pro football," he says. "If not drafted, I'd like to go free agent and hopefully be given a chance to make it!"

For the time being, however, the 1983 season must be considered, and Naylor's presence will be missed more.

"I think it's our advantage that we have Rick Naylor," says Blache. "He's, playing off a tough guy to replace when he's gone. He adds a dimension to our defense. He adds a stability that I think we really need."

continued from page 9

When I ran (on the play), it was funny," laughs Bell, "because af­ ter a while I didn't know where I was going. Then I saw the line and I figured I had to get there."

This week however, there will be a much tougher defense trying to prevent Bell from scoring. The Michigan State Spartans are coached by a man in George Perles who prides himself on defense. And the pride of his defense is 6-6, 235-lb. senior linebacker, Carl Banks.

Bells has already been introduced to Banks, both on and off the field.

"This summer I worked at the Jack Lambert Football Camp," says Bell in explaining how he got to know Banks off the field. "Carl was one of the guys there. We spent a lot of time together and we had a lot of fun working with the kids at the camp. Carl is a great human being and a nice guy."

However, once Carl Banks buttons his chin strap, it is no mo­ re Mr. Nice Guy. His ferocity on the football field has earned him first-team All-Big Ten honors as a sophomore and as a junior. His coaches think he is the most dominant defensive player at MSU; since George Webster wore the green and white 14 seasons ago.

Bell has played across the line of scrimmage from Banks only once, but what an afternoon he had. On that day two seasons ago, Bell had runs of 11, 11, 22, 26, and 52 yards, scored two touchdowns, and had a 7-yard touchdown run called back because of a penalty. For the day, he carried 20 times for 165 yards.

"We tired while we were at the camp not to talk about the Notre Dame-Michigan State rivalry," says Bell. "We just more or less tried to avoid it as much as possible."

Tomorrow, Bell will be trying to avoid Banks, for he knows just how well the Flint, Mich. native plays football.

"He's a hard hitter and great football player," comments Bell. "He's playing outside linebacker position, which is a good spot for him, because in the middle, there's less area to cover. On the outside, he gets into a lot of plays and makes some great tackles."

Tomorrow afternoon, Bell and Banks will be reacquainted. At least one of them, Bell, is looking forward to the confrontation.

"When it was time to part," remembers Greg, "all I could say to him was, 'Hey, see you in September.'"

September is here and so are the Spartans. Both Bell and Banks are ready. The subject they so carefully avoided talking about must now be dealt with. Tomorrow each man will let his play do the talking. Don't expect either to be at a loss for words.
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letters to a lonely god
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about did seem impressive, until I learned many proud of living well, thriftily. The savings they told me writing letters asking to be invited for a meal or a cup of heaven. This was no mystery to me why it would have been more expensive for them to eat at the dining hall.

One of the most impressive in the ways they took care of themselves. They wouldn't hide the fact they had spiffed up the joint for the benefit of the visitor. The attires were impressive; and decently laid out for an inspection tour. I heard stories of ill kept headquarters where individuals who didn't even wash the Thanksgiving dishes. They stored plates, pans, and silverware in boxes under the sink, and wanted to wash the dishes. As far as I know, I was never invited to eat at that house, at least, not until May. They didn't even keep things tidy, at all. When (Griffin is available, social occasions can be arranged.

Occasionally, on my off-campus visits, I came in handy as a savior figure. However, I don't accept invitations.

I used to make it a practice to get invited to supper at the houses of off-campus students. I made a point of writing letters asking to be invited for a meal or a cup of coffee. The response to these letters was usually a positive one, that had become student gossips. I can still point out porches where beer was flowing like a river on warm days. Sometimes slept in those couches were broken down, there were bars in the dining room with light fixtures hanging in the middle. The food was often one mattress piled on top of another resting on the floor. In winter, thermostats were tuned too low to save on bills. If I was visiting one of these houses, I might come back to campus with a frozen thumb.

This became very familiar, and in time, I longed for it to be shared with others. Mothers, I used to think, would be proud of their children so careful to include vegetables and green things in their meals. Spaghetti was often served, or chicken, and once a week or so, I was sure to be treated to beef. I dreaded being served tacos, burritos, or tortillas, because I have no appetite for South of the Border stuff. Students living off campus were usually well off, but this was not always the case. In some places they took it that did seem impressive, until I learned many were not at all interested. The savings they told me about did seem impressive, until I learned many proud of living well, thriftily. The savings they told me about did seem impressive, until I learned many were not at all interested. The savings they told me about did seem impressive, until I learned many were not at all interested.
**Sports Briefs**

The Notre Dame Open golf tournament concludes next week with the culmination of a week of competition among approximately 60 undergraduates. The 18-hole stroke play event begins at 9 a.m. Monday with the top three finishers will receive medals on plaques of the Golden Dome. — The Observer

A special NCAA committee has recommended the basketball tournament committee consider expanding the tournament to 64 teams in January. NCAA officials announced Tuesday the recommendation was made only after recommendations by the special committee on expansion criteria was approved by the NCAA and the special committee could only recommend the expansion to the NCAA. The earliest the expanded tournament field could be in effect would be 1985, said Ted Tug, an assistant NCAA executive director who serves as liaison to the special committee. The special committees, which met Thursday at Chicago's McCormick Place office, also decided that the number of automatic qualifiers be limited to one half of the normal number of teams in the expanded field. — The Observer

**Classifieds**

**NOTICES**

TYING AS A SQUARE? 277-4822.

IF YOU ARE EXTRAVAGANT, SEE YOUR ACCOUNTANT.

For sale: See classified advertising.

**LOST/FOUND**

LOST — Nothing with a face F.M. due 2 people inside a green coat. Call Paul at 287-4783. — The Observer

MISSING YOUR WANNERS? Wann the Observer.


**FOR RENT**

FOR RENT: Fully furnished 1-bedroom apartment in the Renaissance dormitory for the fall semester. $300/month. Call Sue, 291-7034.

NEEDED: One female roommate with excellent taste to share dormitory 241, 5-8139.

WANTED: Depragible lamps to change to florescent lamps. Have 18" and 20" lamps. 18" lamp $10 or 20" lamp $15. Call 291-5353.

NEED A STUDENT FOR PART-TIME JOBS? CALL JONATHAN!”

NEED A ROOMMATE? CALL THE OBSERVER.

**FOR SALE**

STEREOS: SYSTEM HAD STEREO RECEIVERS, AND TWIN FALL 1976. $100. Buy both or buy one. Call 291-7034.

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT: REAL MEAL. 1976.

GOLD E.G.F. 14 - OZ. TITAN AND A 10 KARAT GOLD WATCH WITH ETA 98534 BUDDING, 271775. BID ON A GROSS CALL DAVE.


FOR SALE: BEDROOM, LIVING AREA OF FLANER-GRACE NIGHT OF SAT, SEPT. 3. CALL 287-3656.

FOR SALE: 1 TABLE, 1 SET OF 6 CHAIRS. $35. 284-8385.

FOR SALE: 2 BIG BAR FOR BIG PARTIES!! MUST SELL!!! $300. CALL BRENDAN 7791.

FOR SALE: 2ES PSTRU LCD TV IN GOOD CONDITION, $30 CALL 321-7034.

FOR SALE: 1 MONITOR, 1 STEREO HEADPHONES. CALL DAVE 220-4432.

FOR SALE: 10 MICH. ST. GAMES! CALL TERRY 277-7542.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

The Observer LaFollette offers afternoon and evening classes. Classes begin Monday, September 19, 1983. Call 239-5303 or 283-1421.

**The Science Dept. of The Observer**

is looking for writers. Anyone interested, call Tom Ovalle at 283-1765.

**PARTY-PARTY-PARTY!**

Sporting the International warm-up: Beer drinking team.

**THE OLD TAP**

WHERE PARTY LOVERS NEED HELP GETTING DRUNK. Allegheny Ave. and Washington Sts. NEIGHBORHOODS, ETC. Boston Club Kickoff Tallgater Begins at 11 a.m. CALL 277-0818.

**THE DOMINO WELCOMES**

ALL JACKSON PARTIERS WELCOME. NEW FACULTY MEMBER FROM NEW ORLEANS. CALL 277-7392.

HERE ARE MY PICKS FOR WEEK 2 OF THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL SEASON. AND THE WINNER IS...

**PERSONALS**

WANTED: A SIBLINGS FOR THE NEXT HOME GAME. CALL 277-7542.

MISS YOU? When you think of others, don’t think of me. Write lots of letters. — The Observer.

MISS YOU? Always think of the old times when we were together more often. — The Observer.

NEED GAMES, TICKETS, BUS RIDE, AND DINNER FOR THE MICHIGAN STATE GAME. CALL 321-7034.

THE OBSERVER: Student's office is open Monday through Friday. Call 277-7034.

MANNERS

A Spcial NCAA committee has recommended the basketball tournament committee consider expanding the tournament to 64 teams in January. NCAA officials announced Tuesday the recommendation was made only after recommendations by the special committee on expansion criteria was approved by the NCAA and the special committee could only recommend the expansion to the NCAA. The earliest the expanded tournament field could be in effect would be 1985, said Ted Tug, an assistant NCAA executive director who serves as liaison to the special committee. The special committees, which met Thursday at Chicago’s McCormick Place office, also decided that the number of automatic qualifiers be limited to one half of the normal number of teams in the expanded field. — The Observer

**MULBERRY HOUSE FRIED CHICKEN**

NORTH ANN ARBOR

434 N. MAIN ST.

481-1662

THE OAKLAND TO PARTY?

TO THE BREWERY!! ARE YOU READY TO PARTY-PARTY-PARTY Sodom and Gomorrah to make the regular event with a live band and refreshments. For more information call or write to THE OAKLAND TO PARTY-PARTY-PARTY, 101 N. MAIN ST., AUBURN HARBOR, MICH. 48116.

THE OBSERVER: Student’s office is open Monday through Friday. Call 277-7034.

MANNERS

A Special NCAA committee has recommended the basketball tournament committee consider expanding the tournament to 64 teams in January. NCAA officials announced Tuesday the recommendation was made only after recommendations by the special committee on expansion criteria was approved by the NCAA and the special committee could only recommend the expansion to the NCAA. The earliest the expanded tournament field could be in effect would be 1985, said Ted Tug, an assistant NCAA executive director who serves as liaison to the special committee. The special committees, which met Thursday at Chicago’s McCormick Place office, also decided that the number of automatic qualifiers be limited to one half of the normal number of teams in the expanded field. — The Observer

**FOR SALE**

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

The Notre Dame Open golf tournament concludes next week with the culmination of a week of competition among approximately 60 undergraduates. The 18-hole stroke play event begins at 9 a.m. Monday with the top three finishers will receive medals on plaques of the Golden Dome. — The Observer

A special NCAA committee has recommended the basketball tournament committee consider expanding the tournament to 64 teams in January. NCAA officials announced Tuesday the recommendation was made only after recommendations by the special committee on expansion criteria was approved by the NCAA and the special committee could only recommend the expansion to the NCAA. The earliest the expanded tournament field could be in effect would be 1985, said Ted Tug, an assistant NCAA executive director who serves as liaison to the special committee. The special committees, which met Thursday at Chicago’s McCormick Place office, also decided that the number of automatic qualifiers be limited to one half of the normal number of teams in the expanded field. — The Observer

**MULBERRY HOUSE FRIED CHICKEN**

NORTH ANN ARBOR

434 N. MAIN ST.

481-1662

THE OAKLAND TO PARTY?

TO THE BREWERY!! ARE YOU READY TO PARTY-PARTY-PARTY Sodom and Gomorrah to make the regular event with a live band and refreshments. For more information call or write to THE OAKLAND TO PARTY-PARTY-PARTY, 101 N. MAIN ST., AUBURN HARBOR, MICH. 48116.

**PERSONALS**

WANTED: A SIBLINGS FOR THE NEXT HOME GAME. CALL 277-7542.

MISS YOU? Always think of the old times when we were together more often. — The Observer.
The Observer

NVA Tennis Pairings

As matches must be played and reported in the NEA AIT 2023 by September 21.

MIXED DOUBLES

Red Gourlon (277-700) v. C. Jones (102) 10
Rutina Vereda (438) v. S. Jones (167) 0
Hilton Vitoria (700) v. S. Jones (167) 0
Brown (127) v. Williams (167) 0
Match defeated was not received.

New York (AP) — Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini, bleeding from a cut over his left eye, knocked out Orlando Romero with a single smashing left hook to the jaw in the ninth round and retained the World Boxing Association's lightweight championship last night at Madison Square Garden.

The left-handed Romero had opened a cut under Mancini's right eye in the seventh round and cut the champion over the left in the eighth. The challenger from Peru was going as well as he got. Suddenly it was over. Mancini landed a good left hook to the jaw that shook Romero early in the ninth round. Then, after missing a wild right, Mancini whipped a left hook to the jaw that dropped Romero on his back. It was obvious to ringmen that Romero was not going to beat referee Tony Perez' 10-count, and he didn't.

The time of the knockout was 1:46.

It was the 22-year-old Mancini's first title defense since Duk Koo Kim was knocked out in the 4th round and finally injured last Nov. 13 at Las Vegas. Nev. Mancini had fought a 10-round non-title fight last Feb. 6, outpointing George Foreman, and the ring rustiness was apparent in the champion's performance last night before a crowd of 10,900.

Mancini, who weighed the class limit 135, opened well though he scored with several good lefts to the head.

Judge Wrio Fernandez of Puerto Rico had it 77-76 for Romero after nine rounds. Judge Yasuo Yoshida of Japan had it 79-77 for Mancini and Judge Ecasio Drake of Panama had it 77-77.

At ringside was Mancini's father, Leoni, who was a lightweight contender in the early 1940's. It was the elder Mancini's first Garden visit since he lost an eight round decision to Rocky Czepielanski as an aging middleweight Sept. 19, 1944.

"It will be an emotional night for him," the champ said of his father before the fight. He also made it a dramatic one.

The victory set up a defense by Mancini against Rocky Czepielanski, the former World Boxing Council super featherweight and featherweight champion, in November or December.

Dave Wolf, Mancini's manager, said an agreement had been reached on the fight and a contract will be signed if Mancini won.

In the first four rounds the fighters concentrated on hand feints and upper body movement, but Mancini got in some good body punches and ripped a cut under Romero's left eye in the third round.

In the fifth round, the challenger, who weighed 134 1/2, scored with a couple of good lefts to the head and several right jabs.

After the sixth round, Mancini's trainer, Murphy Griffith, told the champion, "You're not doing anything."

Romero had a good round in the seventh when he landed a couple of straight lefts and a pair of right lefts to the head in the first half of the round. He also cut Mancini under the right eye and in the next round cut the champion over the left eye as he scored with several good lefts to the head.

Then came the sudden ending in the ninth and Romero, who might have been envisioning leaving the ring as a champion, left it as a loser for the first time in his career. The 22-year-old, who had never before fought outside his native land, is now 50-11 with 12 knockouts.

Mancini, making the third defense of the title he won on a one-round knockout at Foxfair on May 8, 1982, in Las Vegas, now is 27-1 with 21 knockouts.

Restaurant

SUNNYSIDE BEVERAGES

Buy Observer Classifieds

Doc. Pierce's

The Best in Aged Steaks

Beef and Soft Drinks

"Why buy retail when you can consume wholesale?"

1340 South Bend Ave.
across street from campus
FREE POSTERS
234-1174

20 DIFFERENT BRANDS OF KEG
BEER AVAILABLE INCLUDING IMPORTS
OPEN TILL 12:00 Saturday

The Observer

SUNNYSIDE BEVERAGES

Beer and Soft Drinks

"Why buy retail when you can consume wholesale?"

1340 South Bend Ave.
across street from campus
FREE POSTERS
234-1174

20 DIFFERENT BRANDS OF KEG
BEER AVAILABLE INCLUDING IMPORTS
OPEN TILL 12:00 Saturday
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Mancini successfully defends boxing title

NEW YORK (AP) — Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini, bleeding from a cut over his left eye, knocked out Orlando Romero with a single smashing left hook to the jaw in the ninth round and retained the World Boxing Association's lightweight championship last night at Madison Square Garden.

The left-handed Romero had opened a cut under Mancini's right eye in the seventh round and cut the champion over the left in the eighth. The challenger from Peru was going as well as he got. Suddenly it was over. Mancini landed a good left hook to the jaw that shook Romero early in the ninth round. Then, after missing a wild right, Mancini whipped a left hook to the jaw that dropped Romero on his back. It was obvious to ringmen that Romero was not going to beat referee Tony Perez' 10-count, and he didn't.

The time of the knockout was 1:46.

It was the 22-year-old Mancini's first title defense since Duk Koo Kim was knocked out in the 4th round and finally injured last Nov. 13 at Las Vegas. Nev. Mancini had fought a 10-round non-title fight last Feb. 6, outpointing George Foreman, and the ring rustiness was apparent in the champion's performance last night before a crowd of 10,900.

Mancini, who weighed the class limit 135, opened well though he scored with several good lefts to the head.

Then came the sudden ending in the ninth and Romero, who might have been envisioning leaving the ring as a champion, left it as a loser for the first time in his career. The 22-year-old, who had never before fought outside his native land, is now 50-11 with 12 knockouts.

Mancini, making the third defense of the title he won on a one-round knockout at Foxfair on May 8, 1982, in Las Vegas, now is 27-1 with 21 knockouts.
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Buy Observer Classifieds

Doc. Pierce's

The Best in Aged Steaks

Beef and Soft Drinks

"Why buy retail when you can consume wholesale?"

1340 South Bend Ave.
across street from campus
FREE POSTERS
234-1174

20 DIFFERENT BRANDS OF KEG
BEER AVAILABLE INCLUDING IMPORTS
OPEN TILL 12:00 Saturday
Blocking the plate

Greg Gross of the Phillies collides with Montreal catcher Gary Carter. The Phillies won two of the three games the teams played this week, allowing them to keep a share of the lead in the NL West with Pittsburgh. Montreal trails both teams by a half-game, while St. Louis has fallen two-and-a-half off the pace. (AP Photo)
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Terry Francona's team is two games behind singling and drove in two runs as the Montreal Expos beat the Philadelphia Phillies 6-1 in the ninth inning to salvage the final game of a three-game series.

Bill Guillicoff, 15-11, struck out six and walked none and gave up six hits before yielding to Bob James with the bases loaded in the eighth. James struck out Lee Mazzilli and finished up with three strikeouts against the four batters he faced to earn his fourth save. Kevin Gross, 9-6, took the loss.

Guillicoff, 8-1 since the All-Star break, has won four straight decisions.

Montreal moved within one-half game of Philadelphia in the National League East. The Phillies began the night in first place, a game in front of Pittsburgh.

Red Sox 7, Orioles 1

BOSTON (AP) — Wade Boggs, the major league batting leader, featured a 15-hit attack with a double and drove in two runs last night as the Boston Red Sox defeated division leader Baltimore, 7-1, snapping the Orioles six-game winning streak.

The loss trimmed Baltimore's American League East lead over Detroit to five games, but the Orioles still have a seven-game advantage in the loss column. The Tigers were idle last night.

Southpaw Bruce Hurst, 12-10, became Boston's winningest pitcher with relief help from Bob Stanley as the Red Sox handed the Orioles their third loss in the last 10 starts, and fourth in the last 73.

Hurst allowed seven hits, including Cal Ripken, Jr.'s 24th homer, in seven innings before Stanley finished up.

With three hits in five at bats, Boggs raised his average to .361 in his 61st multi-hit game of the season. He has had three or more hits 22 times.

Pirates 8, Cubs 4

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Dave Parker had three of his four hits while Richie Hebner drilled a pinch-hit grand slam home run to back Larry McWilliams' routine performance as the Pittsburgh Pirates moved into a tie for the National League East lead with an 8-4 victory over the Chicago Cubs yesterday.

The victory, the Pirates' fourth in a row, gained them a share of the lead with Philadelphia, which lost to Montreal 4-1. The Expos are a half-game back.

McWilliams, 14-6, struck out nine and walked one and didn't allow the Cubs a hit after Ron Cey's solo homer with one out in the sixth. The Pirates took a 2-0 lead off Chuck Rainey, 14-11, in the first when Marv Wynn walked, Johnny Ray lined an RBI double and Jason Thompson hit a sacrifice fly.

The Pirates made it 4-0 in the third when Parker led off with a single and came around to score when first baseman Carmelo Martinez was charged with an error on an attempted pickoff play.

Dodgers 6, Astros 0

HOUSTON (AP) — Los Angeles pitcher Alejandro Pena scattered five hits and the Dodgers took advantage of a wild performance by Houston pitcher Nolan Ryan in route to a 6-0 victory last night.

Pena, 12-6, completed his fourth game of the year as the Dodgers extended their National League West lead to four-and-a-half games over Atlanta and eight-and-a-half games over the Astros. He leads the National League in earned run average at 2.18.

Ryan, 13-8, walked six batters, allowed one run to score on a wild pitch, and hit two batters in the Dodgers' three-run fifth inning. Ryan departed after 4-1-3 innings for reliever Mike LaCoss.

Mike Marshall singled, stole second, went to third on Pedro Guerrero's infield hit off Ryan's glove, and scored the first Dodger run on Ryan's wild pitch.

Twins 5, Blue Jays 2

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Kent Schoen beat his former teammates for the third time this season and Dave Winfield and Mickey Hartman both homered to boost the Minnesota Twins to a 5-2 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays last night.

Schoen, 13-7, who was released by Toronto last year, pitched his third complete game to beat Dave Stieb, 15-12, for the third consecutive shutout. Schoen gave up six hits, walked five and struck out three.

With the score tied 2-2, Engle drove in what proved to be the winning run with a two-out solo homer in the fourth, his eigth of the year.

The Twins added two more runs in the sixth when Hatchet extended his hitting streak to 10 games with a double to center and scored on Engle's single. Engle moved to second on a sacrifice and scored on Houston Jiminez's single.

Mets 6, Cards 4

NEW YORK (AP) — George Foster hit a two-run homer in the seventh inning to snap a tie and give the New York Mets a 6-4 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals last night.

Foster's 25th homer of the season made a winner of right-hander Ed Lynch, 10-9, who yielded homers to Tommie Smith and Darrell Porter before leaving in the eighth inning in favor of Jesse Orosco, who earned his 17th save.

With one out in the seventh, Keith Hernandez singled and Foster hit a 1-0 pitch from left-handed reliever Dave LaPoint, 12-9, deep into the left-field bullpen.

Rangers 6, A's 5

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — George Wright clubbed his 18th homer and capped a four-run seventh inning with a two-run double yesterday to pace the Texas Rangers to a 6-5 victory over the Oakland A's.

Wright homered in the first and Bucky Dent hit his first homer of the season in the second to give Texas a 2-0 lead.

But the A's tied it in the fourth. Wavey Murphy walked and went to second on Davey Lopez' single. Murphy took third on Mike Davis' ground that forced Lopez at second and Donnie Hill scored.

Murphy and Lopez scored on a two-run double by Bob Horner to give the Rangers a 4-0 lead in the seventh.

Larry Bowa's first home run of the season in the second to give Texas a 2-0 lead.

But the A's tied it in the fourth. Wavey Murphy walked and went to second on Davey Lopez' single. Murphy took third on Mike Davis' grounder that forced Lopez at second and Donnie Hill scored.

Murphy and Lopez scored on a two-run double by Bob Horner to give the Rangers a 4-0 lead in the seventh.

Wright's two-run single gave the A's a 2-1 lead in the fifth. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

Foster scored from first as left fielder Billy Sample tossed the ball lazily to second.

Lopes' two-run single gave the A's a 2-1 lead in the fifth. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.

Lopes' two-run single gave the A's a 2-1 lead in the fifth. After the Rangers' four-run seventh, sparked by Wright's hit, the A's scored to pull within 4-3.
Liberty takes strong 2-0 lead

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — Liberty skimmer Dennis Conner caught Australia II on one wind shift and blew it away on another to capture his third straight line in a commanding 2-0 lead yesterday in the 25th defense of the America's Cup.

Australia II, however, protested the race, contending that Conner impeded the challenger's progress by illegally crossing its path on the fourth leg of the six leg course.

The Americans now have turned back Aussie challenge on John Bertrand's innovative 12-meter, one of the most formidable challengers in Cup history, in different conditions on consecutive days.

And for the second day in a row, a close race turned into a rout on the final leg as the Australians, who lost just six of 94 Yachts in summer trials, ran into trouble.

Liberty won yesterday by 1 minute, 35 seconds in calm seas and diminishing but shifting winds that were supposed to be ideal for the Australians' revolutionary winged keel. It won Wednesday by 1 minute, 10 seconds in choppy seas and gusty winds.

Liberty, which crossed the finish line in 5:48:06, now needs just two more victories in the best-of-seven series to keep yachting's most prized trophy in the United States, where it's been since it first won 152 years ago.

The third race was postponed until Saturday on Rhode Island Sound, after the Australians requested a day to regroup.

Yesterday, the Aussies had to send a man aloft for more than 10 minutes on a mid-race mast correction, and they were slowed at one turn when their adjustable mast appeared to be too straight.

Nevertheless, the challengers still seemed in command in the second race, leading by 21 seconds going into the second upwind leg — supposedly their strength with the winds down to the 10 knot range.

But if Australia II was in control of the race, it wasn't in control of the tricky wind.

The only Conner, who defended the Cup abroad Freedom against Australia in 1980, switched to a big fourth leg and sailed to the right side of the course, closer to land.

The tactic worked as Liberty picked up an off-shore breeze from the mouth of the Sakonnet River and passed the Aussies. "They tackled in our water on the second work (windward leg)," said Australian syndicate head Alan Bond.

By the time the boats turned for the fifth leg, downwind to Liberty's forecast, Conner had stretched the lead to 48 seconds.

Australia II had been forced to sail at a more perpendicular angle as its bow mast seemed to be standing too straight to explore enough sail for maximum speed.

Liberty held a seemingly safe 31-second lead passing the 4.5 miles upwind, but the Aussies were able to get through.

The wind was changing almost constantly, and Bertrand caught one of the shifts himself to pull almost even.

The two boats tacked and tacked, zig-zagging for position, and the Aussies appeared to have the weather edge.

Then the wind changed again, a sudden shift to the cast that pushed Liberty to near the mark. "Maybe lead, and Bertrand was unable to find one last gust that might have pushed the Aussies back into the race.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Brian Sipe, passing for 201 yards, threw his eighth touchdown pass of the year and hit on his first nine attempts in the National Football League game, including a 19-yard touchdown pass to Ozzie Newsome that put Cleveland ahead 7-0 in the first quarter.

Sipe leads Browns over hapless Bengals

A pair of Cincinnati mistakes led to two of the Browns' scores as Cleveland opened divisional playoff play. Chip Banks booted a go-ahead 1-yard field goal out of the year for another score as the Cleveland Browns defeated the win-less Cincinnati Bengals 17-7 last night.

Sipe completed 21 of 31 passes and hit on his first nine attempts in the National Football League game, including a 19-yard touchdown pass to Ozzie Newsome that put Cleveland ahead 7-0 in the first quarter.

What Does the Student Union Record Store Have In Store For Me

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon, Nov 5</td>
<td>Event 1</td>
<td>Location 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed, Nov 7</td>
<td>Event 2</td>
<td>Location 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**McCarthy's**

EST. 1983

Mon: Monday Night Football — Pitchers $2 during game
Tues: Vino Nite - Wine: $7 a glass
Wed: Talent and Ladies Nite — Happy Hour prices to ladies
Thurs: Cheers Nite — 25 draft 8-10 PM
Fri: Pre-Game Nite — 40 IN. Hiil Mon Thurs 11-00 1:00
Sat: Morning Confusion — Irish Omelets $2.50; draft 7 AM 10
1 up a dime every hour till noon
40 IN. Hill Mon Thurs 11-00 1:00
Sat 11:00-2:00
Unle Vennie says:
"Give us this day our daily bread"
Full time of Pub Grub served daily
Fate

I DON’T CARE WHO YOU ARE OR WHAT TEAM YOU PLAY FOR. THAT PARK IS DUE SEPTEMBER-1!

September 1

Dave & Dave

YOU MEET ME?? SEPTEMBER 1!

ACROSS
1. Faction
2. Italian food
3. Bioluminescent, for one
4. Of the eye
5. Toe the —
6. Indigo
7. Destroy
8. Glacial ridges
9. Chess master
10. Feline sound
11. Rule out
12. Long (far)
13. Simple sea animal
14. Simple sea
15. Is credited to

DOWN
26. Simple sea animal
27. Portrait of Serpico
28. Sands
29. Dance step
30. Plenty
31. Plenty
32. Group
33. Plenty
34. Group
35. Plenty
36. Plenty
37. Plenty
38. Plenty
39. Plenty
40. Plenty
41. Plenty
42. Plenty
43. Plenty

Thursday’s solution

©1983 Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

Bloom County

Wednesday holds field forever. I am not about to come out of the door and walk down the sidewalk. I am way too old. But I am also good at telling people what to do.

N.D. vs. Miami!!

N.D. Club of Ft. Lauderdale is sponsoring: 139 doubles at Shariaton Yankee Trader Hotel on the beach in Ft. Lauderdale.

$10 bus from Ft. Lauderdale to game & back early Sun. morning.

A pep rally Friday, tailgater Sat & Mass at hotel Sunday.

Meet Notre Dame / St. Mary’s Alumni at Senior Bar

Friday and Saturday

Saturday will be a great victory party

Don’t miss it!!
Saint Mary's volleyball wins opener

By KATHY MURPHY
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's volleyball team captured its first victory in a quick contest against CSB last night. It was the Belles' season opener, and their first game under new head coach Brian Goralski.

Coach Goralski was pleased with his team's first effort which it won in three straight games, 15-3, 15-4, 15-2.

Goralski commented, "Although this is a young squad, comprised of one senior, five freshmen, two sophomores, and seven freshmen, I feel that this will be a promising season for them."

After only two weeks of practice, the Belles were able to dominate RBHS in all aspects of the game. Led by veterans Lizette Haney, Maki Matternicak and Anne Buchwald, the Belles passed and served well. Goralski was quick to point out that he hoped to improve in each game.

The Belles' next home match is Wednesday, September 21 against Grace College. The game will start at 6:30 p.m.